
 
 
 
 
 

Mountain Khakis® Introduces New Women’s Apparel for Fall/Winter 2019 

JACKSON HOLE, WY (DECEMBER, 11 2018) – Mountain Khakis®, the leading premium outdoor 
apparel outfitter for men and women, introduces new women’s apparel for Fall/Winter 2019, 
where fit, function and style are the focus.  

With new silhouettes in both tops and bottoms, the new Women’s key styles speak to those 
who spend time both inside and out. Classic MK durability and go-anywhere style and comfort 
will have you wanting more. 
 
Camber 107 Pant 
The ladies have been asking for a work pant comparable to the 
likeness of the well-known MK men’s offering and here we have 
it. The ultimate women’s work pant, the Camber 107 is tough yet 
lightweight. Built with the same 9oz cotton/spandex canvas as 
the Camber 106, but with thoughtful reinforcements to make 
these certified tough. The mid-rise waist keeps dirt out while 
adding modest comfort and the double layer chap-style leg 
reinforcement keep branches, embers, earthly shrapnel and spiders from piercing the armor. 5-
pocket styling, plus an extra utility pocket on the thigh that’s sized to hold your handy smart 
phone or utility knife. Triple stitched seams and bar-tac reinforcement raise the bar on 
durability. Classic Fit. 
 
 
Charlie Pant 
Designed to be your everyday pant, the Charlie Pant features 
organic cotton with just enough spandex to flatter any figure. The 
perfect 4-season pant, the Charlie offers a mid-rise, skinny leg 
with 5-pocket styling for an offering that compliments any casual 
occasion. Classic Fit. 
 
 
Sagebrush Dress 
The Sagebrush is the ultimate colder weather dress. Featuring 
hand pockets and a cozy 2 layer fold-over collar, this organic 
cotton/recycled polyester blend knit dress will make you feel good 
about yourself in more ways than one. It is as practical as it is 
good looking and comfortable. Hits just above the knee. Classic 
Fit. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.mountainkhakis.com/


Saloon Shirt Dress 
Inspired by the Men’s Saloon Shirt, but decidedly feminine and 
everywhere-appropriate, the Saloon Shirt Dress features a full 
length placket with passion snaps, signature MK back yoke and 
both front and back yoke set on bias. Drop tail hem and side slits 
with reinforced bar tacking completes this ladylike look. Classic Fit 
 
 
Arroyo Wrap 
The long, knit Arroyo Wrap will make anyone feel at home. Made 
with an environmentally friendly hemp/organic cotton blend 
fabric, this trendy drop shoulder styling with side slits is great for 
lightweight warmth all season. Relaxed Fit. 
 
 
Sagebrush Henley 
This wear all-day waffle knit shirt is made with organic 
cotton/recycled polyester and features classic Henley stylings - 
button front placket and raglan sleeves - but with a poplin weave 
detail around the neck and front placket for personality and 
ultimate wear ability. Perfect on its own, it also works well as a 
layer for long days on the trail. Classic Fit. 
 
 
Christi Fleece Lined ShirtJac 
Is it a shirt or a jacket? Lined with soft fur fleece but not bulky, this 
piece can be both. Coordinating p-cord zipper pulls on hand 
pockets and hanger loops and feminine rubberized buttons offer a 
clean look for work or play. Relaxed Fit 
 
 
Winterlust Fleece Vest and Jacket 
Designed for ultimate comfort and warmth in a high pile fleece, the 
Winderlust Vest and Jacket both feature an oversized collar with a 
great next-to-skin feel. Hand warmer pockets in front of zippered 
pockets offer extra security for smaller items. Princess seams 
maintain a sleek silhouette and Lycra-bound cuffs keeps the 
elements out. Classic Fit. 
 
 
Pop Top Hoodie 
With an oversized hood and overlapping neckline, the Pop Top 
Hoodie is the ideal causal layer for fall and winter. Perfect as an 
outer layer or under a jacket, this Hoodie is ready for Saturday 
lounging or an afternoon stroll at the farmer’s market. Two 
zippered hand pockets offer a place for smaller essentials, while 
side slits allow easy access to pant pockets. Classic Fit. 
 



Pop Top Qtr Zip 
Adding a little pep to your step with the newly designed Pop Top 
Qtr Zip. Featuring an asymmetrical zipper at the neck for a little 
added flare and two zippered hand pockets for smaller essentials 
in a jacquard fleece. Drop shoulder styling and a longer-hip length 
means it is perfect with leggings or jeans. Relaxed Fit. 
 
 
Apres Sweater 
The ultimate day off sweater. Super high pile polyester fleece 
envelops the body in soft coziness. The oversized cowl neck 
provides extra warmth and style, while the kangaroo pocket is the 
perfect hiding spot to guard against the cold. Casual comfort at its 
best. Relaxed Fit. 
 
 

About Mountain Khakis® 
Mountain Khakis is your premium outdoor apparel outfitter. Born on the rugged frontier of 
Jackson Hole, Wyoming and raised in the respectful south, we offer durable and bold 
designs with a premium classic style. @MountainKhakis and MountainKhakis.com. 
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